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Side notes of art: 



 

the cupcake ball is certainly  

a normal occasional piece 

of paper towels; that is like 

a ball before proceeding into  

recycled : trash; and a ball 

connected to this on-the-chance 

cover analysis reminds of 

the body part, head: as in your 

head. cited: products that 

contain the word “head” 



The part of the cited: cover 

I saw ; that wasn’t stickered through the library stickering process 

[I haven’t yet studied the inside] 

and that I’d gotten to of the cover:  

cited: H (covered up) and look  

at that coincidence I mean of “H” above above  

gotten to: “-EART TRANSPLANT” 

E: ART, TRANS, PLANT 

E: ART , is a function 

to become plant-like [i.e. like some of my recent fiction; ad: to what bells else you apply] 

cited: from cover: “FRANK CARUSO”  

F: RANK, CAR: USO 

form, for: rank [placement, advancement, progression] 

approve car[s] 

for USO 

(have not gotten to rest, the.)  

(interesting!)  

cited: book , book cover see photograph 



 

 

Part Two. Of this posting. The trap-box next  

102117 

I saw the number of four people external  

to myself 

and two of them; I’d surely seen in the same trapbox , before  

The cliché of clichés 

were a pair of claimed  

teenage girls who looked 

Much older than that; like 

In the[ir] mid-40s; but 



The time before: there 

Was excessive verd 

Loud conversation non-stop  

About one of their dads; though 

Little Detail was provided, besides 

Something like laughing 

Shriek, “my dad”  

“my dad”  

“my dad” 

(sort of like fiction) 

    this time the 

Same shrieking had ensued 

And they were seated at 

The the same spot-seat[s] 

I had sat at the last 

Time I had seen them:  

Although as of current, there 

Are like only five options 

In that trap-box. [for seating].  

The other two people this [outside of the two [‘] gals] 

time first seen sat  

at 

[t.b.c.] 

 

 



 

 


